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Anne Rhodes  

A gritty modern novel which doesn't 

hesitate to use strong language.  A true 

story of life lived on the edge – Vinnie and 

Josie and the rest of their family will have 

you gripping your book tightly.  

A gripping story where you are 

rooting for the main characters, 

whatever they have done, as though 

they were people you knew 

personally. A true story of life lived on the 

edge – Vinnie and Josie and the rest of their 

family will have you gripping your book 

tightly, or talking to them under your 

breath (like I do). Your heart will leap out of 

you, your empathy will be real. The 

descriptions of places and people is cleverly 

done, so you immediately picture the scene 

in your mind – the sights, the smells, the 

people.  By the time you finish this book you 

will know intimately this little corner of Bradford. Your desire to read the next 

book will be profound! 

 

Gavin Dimmock - www.themoustachioedreader.wordpress.com 

Vinnie is a criminal. Just like most of his family. But cross him or hurt his family 

and his justice is swift and terrible. 

A powerful read.  

As a fan of the city’s football team and living just outside the area, I had high 

hopes for this Bradford based book. After this brilliant debut from Julie Shaw, 



my expectations for the second and third in the series are higher than the town 

hall clock in Bradford’s Centenary Square. 

This was an exhilarating tale, an absolute joy and I tore through it in just a few 

days. I found it a sheer delight; filthy mouthed and violent and hard as 

Yorkshire stone but just as beautiful as the scenery in “God’s Own Country”. 

This first book about the authors family, the criminal Hudson’s from the 

notorious Canterbury estate, starts in 1970 and tells the tale of 14 year old 

Vinnie. Like his family, he is a petty criminal, and soon finds himself locked up. 

His journey through the justice system can be shocking to read but you find 

yourself rooting for him at every stage. Vinnie does some terrible things, yet 

endears himself to the reader. Vinnie’s sense of right and wrong and, despite his 

own criminality, his version of justice is well explained and seems, oddly, right. 

I think this is testament to the writing of Shaw; she has given the characters 

such clarity and depth that they seem real. Obviously they were/are - but you 

know what I mean!  

I found Vinnie to be a wonderful, dreadful, compelling character and 

thoroughly enjoyed my time spent with him. Thankfully though, he 

was safely on the page and not in front of me. That might be somewhat 

less enjoyable. 

 

Lynette McCann  

This book was unputdownable. A very powerful book about a small time 

criminal with no sense of right and wrong, a dysfunctional family, well written, 

you just have to keep reading.  

A really interesting book set in the 70's about a small time criminal, from a poor 

benefit ridden housing estate, with no morals, his dysfunctional family and his 

life of petty crime, that gradually escalates into violence.  Written like a true 

crime novel, you have to keep reminding yourself that it's true and it 

was very hard to put the book down till it reached its conclusion. The 

best story I have read in a long time, totally factual. Vinnie is a real character 

who loves his mother and sister and vows to avenge his sister's rape while he 

was in jail. He always has to be in charge and looked up to by his friends, trying 

to act the hard man, till he eventually becomes him, hardened by his time in 

borstal and jail. Worth reading. 

 

Angie Rhodes 



‘Our Vinnie’, is the first of three nooks, by Julie Shaw, that tells the true story of 

Yorkshire's notorious criminal family. 

Graphic in it’s telling, but filled with dry humour, ‘Our Vinnie’, is one that kept 

me reading,  

Vinnie is a cheeky, mouthy kid of eleven, when we first meet him,  the middle 

child of parents who drink, fight, and leave their kids home alone, while they" 

pop down the pub" Middle child, Vinnie has an elder sister Lynsey, and Josie, 

his little sister, who he adore, would go to hell and back for. 

He is in and out of correction schools, but you can not help but like this kid, you 

want him to do well. You feel sorry for him, and Josie, who while he is at one of 

the correction schools, is raped, and when Vinnie gets out, all hell is let loose. 

While reading it, I could see Robbie Roscoe, from my daughters favourite soap, 

Hollyoaks,  

Martina Cole, needs to watch out, there's a new kid on the block. 

Can't wait for the next book… 

 

Pauline Braisher 

This is the first in a trilogy about a criminal clan on the Canterbury Estate in 

Bradford.  I was drawn to the book because I grew up in Bradford at the time 

the book was set and knew of the Estate's reputation. 

The book focusses on the author's cousin, Vinnie. It's described as a tale of 

revenge but it's also a tale of an angry young man whose character steadily 

worsens as he works his way from approved school to prison. Although Vinnie 

is described as a vicious thug, it's easy to sympathise with him and to feel real 

regret at a wasted life. 

The book is well written and the characters have depth. The description of life 

on the estate is accurate and I enjoyed the references to places in and around 

Bradford. 

I did find the story quite violent in places but it was in context and it was 

evident from the synopsis that there would be violence. 

‘Our Vinnie’ isn't the type of book I usually read but I was impressed 

enough to read it in two days and intend to read the other two books 

in the trilogy. 

 



Cathy Burman 

A passage from this book reads "she felt a chill coming over her; like when a 

door suddenly blows open, allowing you to see what you couldn't see before" 

and that, I feel, describes this book so well. 

The book takes the reader to a notorious estate in the 70's. One such estate that 

we are all aware exists, but which most prefer to pretend doesn't. One where 

dog eats dog, where hierarchy and respect has to be earned through revenge, 

protection, violence, and daring. A place where crime, drink, drugs and violence 

are part of everyday life and where the policing and punishment is carried out 

by their "own". It not only takes you to this estate but behind the curtains so that 

you too can get a true flavour of their lives, the squalor, the depravity, and the 

struggles, but also the humour and the love.  

Please do not be offended by the bad language in this book, instead, understand 

that this language is the norm for these residents. They were born into it, their 

families, friends and neighbours all use it and it is as natural to them as it may 

be offensive to others. It is also necessary to enable the reader to get a true feel 

for the reality of their lives.  

Vinnie is doted on by his mother and younger sister Josie. He is determined to 

earn respect and status from others, but is equally fiercely protective of his 

friends and family, particularly his young sister. When he eventually discovers 

that 11 year old Josie has been raped his mind becomes totally focused and 

obsessed with revenge, but he has to wait some time before this is possible. This 

is not a case of time healing but time intensifying his determination for justice, 

his style of justice.  

This book certainly does allow you to see so many things you have never seen 

before and opens your eyes to the fact that we are all, in part, responsible for 

the struggles they face. What chances or opportunities are they born to? What is 

being done to help improve their futures? What do they have to look forward to? 

This is a true story and it is a powerful, gritty, shocking, heart 

stopping, emotional, explosive and riveting insight into the lives of 

these people who have been let down and abandoned by society.  

I absolutely, thoroughly recommend reading this book and wonder if your 

views and judgment will change, as mine certainly did, after I had read it.  

It was a great privilege to read this book and I can't wait to read the other 2 

books awaiting publication!  

 



Carol Peace  

A gritty Yorkshire tale with laughter, tears and sympathy  

I really enjoyed reading about Vinnie and his family, and the 

responsibility that Vinnie felt for his family was understandable 

albeit way over the top. 

Vinnie is 14 when the book starts and is indicative of the era, getting into 

trouble, fighting and general rowdiness. He ends up in borstal and it doesn’t 

calm him down it just makes him more of an angry young man. The things he 

encounters in there just give him more of a tale to tell. The family left behind 

carry on but his little sister Josie has a very unwelcome thing happen to her and 

she finds no one to talk to. Her older sister is a drug addict with 3 children of her 

own and her mum worships the ground Vinnie walks on, as for her dad he 

might as well not be there at all. She knows her big brother can't ever find out as 

he would just get into more 'bother'. Vinnie will take revenge though but not in 

the right area. I loved this book and could see Vinnie in his own way was 

protecting his little sister and the way Julie Shaw has written it does take you 

back to the 1970's when things were so different. I would think that anyone who 

reads Martina Cole or Mandasue Heller will love this book and I can’t wait for 

the next one. 

 

Alan Brown  

A crime story without the whodunit angle. A story of a family trying to 

cope from the difficult side of life in Bradford in the 1970s. Both parts 

of this story are mastered in a light manner.  

This book looks at an abused family and it's individuals as it tries to cope with 

1970s wrong side of the tracks bigotry. Yes it must be remembered that this is a 

story about Yorkshire's Notorious Criminal Family and all the nastiness that is 

associated with it. 

However this story of the life of crime not only looks at the outcomes of crime 

but also at the situations that create criminal activity as a way of life along with 

the burden and benefits of family loyalty. 

Written with a light touch the story is easy to read so one corner of the brain 

keeps in touch with reality in the early twenty first century. Our Vinnie is the 

first of a trilogy all being published within 2 months. An individual's description 

of this first book will undoubtedly change after the reading of the third. 

 



Celia Cohen  

A dark and depressing book but extremely well written.  

This was not my type of book at all, but having said that I have to admit I was 

gripped. It was so well written I just had to finish it to find out what 

happened to the characters. It was a true story too. I found it quite 

depressing really and sad. According to Ricky Tomlinson it was filled with 

Northern humour but maybe I missed something because I didn't find any 

humour in it at all. 

 

Elisabeth Thomas  

Hard hitting and a gritty true story – ok but a bit repetitive.  

‘Our Vinnie’ by Julie Shaw is a hard hitting and gritty true story about the 

notorious Hudson family living on the infamous Canterbury Estate in Bradford. 

‘Our Vinnie’ follows the story of Vincent ‘Vinnie’ McKellan, son of June McKellan 

(nee Hudson) through his troubled teenage years through to a life of more 

harden crime and violence. 

This is not the sort of book I would normally read but seeing that I was asked to 

review it, I thought that it would be a good opportunity to read something 

different.  

I won’t say it was an enjoyable read because the description of some of crimes 

committed by Vinnie are quite horrendous as are the crimes of those around 

him. The language was very strong but I think as I progressed with the book I 

just became immune to it. 

Although it is a story of crime and criminal behaviour, it also has sad 

undertones because it shows how the state and those who were meant to be 

protecting children also failed. I am not sure that in today’s society, 40 years on, 

the state would let these children down as much as they did some of the 

characters in the book. 

I don’t think I will be reading the next two books about other members of the 

Hudson family as this book was a bit repetitive so I just know the next two 

books will be much of the same.  

If you are a big fan of true crime books then you will probably love this book – if 

not (like me) then don’t bother. 

 

 



Marjorie Lacy 

I asked to review this book as I live about an hour's drive from 

Bradford, thinking it would be a bit of local knowledge and colour. 

As a quiet and peaceful person, I found the extreme violence 

shocking reading. 

Vinnie, living on the Canterbury Estate had to prove himself as a 'hard man', 

even when a child himself. After his first Court appearance found himself in an 

Approved School... a school of hard knocks. At the end of his sentence he came 

out bigger, stronger and braver having spent time in the Gym (he also spent 

time working in the Library being a reader). 

His loves of his life, his mum and his sister Josie became his main concern. 

While he was away, Josie had a disturbing experience which was to be the 

catalyst. When Vinnie found out, he sought to become the Knight on the white 

charger! 

Wherever he went or whatever he did, his feelings for mum and Josie never 

changed. 

My thoughts on the book, good cover, felt right in your hands, the print was a 

good size making it an 'easy and quick read'. 

 

Katie Hoare 

‘Our Vinnie’ is an honest and candid biography of Vinnie McKellan written by a 

cousin, Julie Shaw. The story focuses on the start of Vinnie’s life, who was 

brought up on Bradfords Canterbury Estate and started off getting into trouble 

at a young age. It starts off of how he had gotten himself sent off to a borstal, 

and how he tries to get himself off being sent off. What happens to him when is 

away, as well as what happens to his family at the same time. Then continues 

with his life after he comes out. 

You are told about his mother who worshipped the ground he walked on, the 

difficult relationship he had with his father, what he thought of his older sister 

Lyndsey and how protective he felt towards his younger sister, Josie, otherwise 

known as Titch, who had ended with a totally different kind of trouble when he 

away. It is told over a period of three different years, 1970, 1973 and 1979. 

This reads in an interesting and highly readable narrative story and 

gives an insight to one arm of Yorkshire’s notorious criminal family. 

 



Dana Captainino 

‘Our Vinnie’ is a shocking read, shocking because it is based on a true story of a 

family so fractured and broken that the violence perpetrated by the eponymous 

character Vinnie is delivered with such passion as to make the reader feel it 

physically.  It is horrifying and at times has some feel of jumping on the idea 

that any punishment of a paedophile however extreme is totally justified.  This 

is a moral judgement - which we can only make individually. 

The family is fragmented and its two central characters Vinnie and his younger 

sister Josie, are as different in temperament and focus as you can get.  Josie 

who suffers a hideous sexual abuse is determined to change her outlook and her 

future.  Although damaged she has a gritty resolve to deal with situation alone 

and is fearful of Vinnie discovering the crime and taking justice into his own 

hands. 

Vinnie for the most part is a violent no-hoper but in contrast he is also a reader 

with an interest in Charles Dickens. His love for his sister Josie and to some 

extent his mother too, is strong and unstoppable.  He can see early on that Josie 

is different from the rest and is determined to make her attacker suffer in the 

most vicious way he can think of. 

It is difficult to argue that Our Vinnie is an enjoyable read but it is 

certainly an eye opener into a world unimaginable to most readers.  

 

Jennifer Moville 

The book is about a tear away teenager of 13 years in the 1970's named Vinnie. 

After misbehaving on numerous occasions he is sent to an approved school but 

even then he doesn't curb his attitude. His life descends into more violence and 

criminal activities. 

The book also covers the family's struggle to make ends meet and pay the bills 

etc. 

There is lots of bad language in the book and although it adds to the character 

of Vinnie in that it is showing how bad he has got, it could have been cut down. 

It starts quite early in the book and goes on throughout which becomes 

tiresome. 

 An enthralling read of the story of a Bradford boy gone bad - but not 

sure I would pursue the other books in the series. 

 



Cathy Small  

The graphic truth of a brothers determination to avenge his sister. 

You will feel compelled to not put the book down until the end.  

The graphic truth of a brother and sister relationship and the trials they have 

both faced growing up. Vinnie's determination to avenge his sister was so 

strong that he was prepared to face any consequence plus use every force in his 

being to avenge in the worst way possible. Alongside this story is the question 

about a kid who starts prison life at a young age but he doesn't take on the 

improvements to his life but learns skills and anger that will help him effectively 

avenge his sister. The story can be difficult to read because you can see how 

parents can ruin their children’s upbringing based on their behaviours and 

addictions but you are also gripped to the end to see how their lives continue 

and what they will overcome. Once you start reading you will not want to put 

the book down until you have finished. 

 

Karen - http://myreading-corner.blogspot.co.uk/2014/11/our-vinnie-julie-

shaw.html 

This was a hard hitting and thought provoking read.  The characters 

feel fully formed and the storytelling flowed easily.  

 ‘Our Vinnie’ is set in Bradford in the 1970s.  We first meet Vinnie when he is 14 

years old and about to be sent to an approved school for petty thieving and 

general bad behaviour although he is incarcerated for longer periods in even 

harsher institutions.  Despite his violent and hot tempered nature I found it 

impossible to dislike him – I probably would have felt differently had I thought 

he was inherently evil.   

His younger sister Josie was my favourite character of the family.  She was a 

tough girl and her home life wasn’t a happy one; her feckless parents and 

drugged up sister Lyndsey didn’t seem to care much for her at all.  He in turn 

was very protective towards his sister and it was partly because of this that he 

got into so much trouble when dispensing his own form of justice.  

As you would expect with a book of this nature, there is a lot of profanity and 

some violence.  Although I did wince a little at some of Vinnie's violent acts, this 

was actually no worse than any other book of this genre. Anyone who has read 

a Martina Cole book will know what I mean.  

Julie Shaw has a very engaging style of writing.  The book was extremely 

readable and I raced through it quite quickly.  It’s not a big book at just over 



320 pages but despite its relatively short length, the characters feel fully formed 

and the storytelling flows easily with quality content. 

 

Jane Brown  

I was interested as I lived in West Yorkshire about 20 years ago, I 

had heard of this family and knew something of the story but was not sure this 

would be a pleasant read. I found it gritty as I expected to, but there was 

the Yorkshire humour there too.  

This Book popped through my letter box from Lovereading.co.uk. I was 

interested as I lived in West Yorkshire about 20 years ago, I had heard of this 

family and knew something of the story but was not sure this would be a 

pleasant read. 

I read this in the context this occurred about 40 years ago, time and society 

have moved on. I found it gritty as I expected to, but there was the Yorkshire 

humour there too. Bradford did have its crime back then. This is about the 

Hudson family living on the famous Canterbury estate.  

This is about family and taking the law into their own hands.  

Families stick together and it is about getting even with the person who raped 

his sister. 

The book was well written by the author and I wanted to read to the end, sadly 

this did appear to end abruptly but as this is book 1, the story will follow on and 

I have to admit I want to know the other parts of the story and this family. 

 

Phylippa Smithson  

Talk about a powerful, disturbing and deeply touching story!  ‘Our 

Vinnie’ – what a man and what a story his life makes.  

I don’t understand the need of some people to turn to violence to make a point, 

but there were times when reading Shaw's book that it kinda made sense.   

Set in the 1970s, the world was a very very very different place to the one we 

live in today.  Sure, the extremes of people's 'good fortune' remain the same and 

the bad guys still do bad things.  But today (I think) we have more concern for 

understanding what makes us tick.  When we do not 'tick' then there are 

professionals, friends and perhaps family we turn to in our hour of need – well 

some people do. 



Unfortunately, life for Vinnie was not like that and his way of dealing with 

things was to make his mark with as much violence and lack of care for the 

consequence – or even knowing the consequence, his drive for respect and right 

to solve wrong himself, over powered his assessment of the real consequence of 

his actions. 

It’s not surprising he turns to that crime with parents who prefer to spend the 

dole money at the pub, a sister high on drugs paid for rather than feed the meter 

(or her 3 young children) and so on. 

On release he returns to life on the outside but when he learns of his favourite 

sister's attack by Mucky Melvin (even writing this name sickens me), an attack 

which had occurred in his absence due to detention, he determines to apply his 

own sentence on the beast.   

Whist I do not condone Vinnie's violence (and Shaw certainly leaves nothing out 

when describing his acts in gut-wrenching detail), the reason for the ultimate 

attack can be understood – never forgiven but understood. 

Tough book but if you like them tough, then they come no better than this one. 

 

Jocelyn Garvey  

This is the story of how a boy whose life is petty thieving and fighting goes from 

bad lad to career criminal.  

Vinnie never had a chance.  

His mother lives for the pub and drink every evening and his dad sleeps in an 

armchair all day except when he visits the bookies. His older sister has three 

children and a drug habit.  

In spite of the best efforts of local social workers he rarely goes to school. His 

one love is reading. At the age of 14 he is sent to an approved school but gets 

into serious trouble trying to be ‘top dog’ and ends up in a succession of borstals, 

learning to be even harder. 

Whilst he is away his younger sister is lonely and makes the mistake of trying to 

help a local old man and is molested by him. She has no one to turn to but 

eventually tells her best friend and then her sister. 

When he comes home Vinnie realises that something is wrong with her she is no 

longer the bright kid but sullen and quiet. 

He finds out and sets off a series of events that he cannot stop as he has to 

avenge her and his family.  



This is an area of deprivation, drinking and drugs failed by the system and 

neglected by everyone. Vinnie can see no other way than violence to get the 

respect that he wants. 

This is not a pretty tale; gritty is not a sufficient adjective for the 

book. The language is consistently bad and I nearly gave up after a few 

pages. I will not be reading the other books in the series. 

 

Katie Dickinson  

Get out of your comfort zone and read this book! It will open your 

eyes to the rougher side of life.  

To be honest it is not a book I would normally chose at first sight, thankfully 

however I did because I enjoyed it way more than expected. 'Our Vinnie' unlocks 

secrets and lies on the Canterbury Estate, Bradford, it tells of family loyalty, 

drink, drugs and crime. A 'true story' - Vinnie is your bad lad, eventually being 

taken away to a detention centre, he leaves behind a dysfunctional family and a 

vulnerable younger sister Josie.  'Mucky Melvin' sends her on an errand and 

despite all instincts she enters his room on her return, to horrendous 

consequences.  

The story follows Vinnie and his family, how they cope with the hierarchy on the 

Bradford Estate and also in detention centres/prison. It tells of a brothers idea 

of justice, which is both terrifying and shocking.  

Read it, if nothing else it will make your own life feel comfortable! 

 

Judi Davies  

Not really my taste but a good story based on fact. Lots of bad 

language but this is obviously a part of real life on the Canterbury 

Estate in Bradford in the 70s. A worrying insight into a close but criminal 

family and the way they lived. 6/10 

 

Beverley Davenport 

I must confess to mixed feelings about this book. Like thousands of other 

readers, I am intrigued by and am curious to get a better understanding of 

criminals and crime. This was a definite page turner, the characters are 

engaging and the author is able to create sympathy and 

understanding for even the hardest of criminals, a book you want to 



keep picking up and reading to find what happens next. It gave good insight 

into what can go wrong, and why, in the lives of some young people, how the 

system focuses more on punishment than reform, and how those within the 

system can be abused and used. I have mixed feelings because I do wonder if the 

main character who is a criminal, as well as being a victim of his upbringing, 

circumstances and the system, is also ultimately portrayed as a hero. 

 

Rachel Bridgeman – twitter @ RACHELb75 

A quick and undemanding read that takes the aesthetics of Martina 

Cole's crime empires and moves it to Yorkshire. The only difference is 

that the stories are true even though the names are changed.  

Our Vinnie is Book 1 in a trilogy by Julie Shaw, who from the family tree in the 

front of the book, identifies herself as belonging to a notorious Yorkshire crime 

family. If I was to categorise it I'd say it is Martina Cole-lite, it's an 

undemanding, easy read, highlighting how easy it is to fall into a life of crime 

mostly by coming from an impoverished background. It's not badly written, it 

reads like a gossip with a friend and the voices come through very well. 

However, various plot points which I won't spoil don't seem to ring true, there's 

leaping forward in time that doesn't match with the storyline (as if they were 

running out of time and trying to wrap it up). It's not a bad book but I'd 

probably not buy the sequels, borrow from the library, but not buy as I'd not 

read them more than once. 

 

 


